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Abstract 

In today’s society, information technology transforms the way people do business and activities. Such phenomenon 

eliminates the previous jobs and creates a new job title. In this regards, professional writers offer new jobs in this 

digital age. Books and papers are substituted with new platforms because of industrial changes. Web portals, paperless 

media, tablets, smartphones and other gadgets were created to spread information. However, these have become tools 

and media for authors in the 21st century. User generated content platform is the most promising tunnel for 

technopreneur writer. A lot of features can be used to write and asses the author’s materials. For example, analytic 

dashboard or perception content analysis are powerful tools to asses the effectiveness of author’s work. There are 

certain strategies for technopreneur authors to be considered to gain benefits from user generated content platform. 

Those factors are: characteristics for content, audience assessment, effectiveness of materials and profitable contents. 

In a nutshell, this paper exposes news tunnels; the most promising way that writers can express their talents in digital 

age as technopreneurs.  
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1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of internet and information technology has transformed the way people do their activities. Today, 

people are no longer relying on traditional newspapers to get news contents. Instead, they access various internet 

services to get information. This is similar to other activities such as, the publication of traditional books that also 

experienced degradation as the growth of digital contents on the internet, for example on social media, user generated 

content platforms, blogs, and other internet portals. 

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica (year 2007, page 415), publishing is “an activity that involves selection, 

preparation and distribution of written and visual materials.” Examples of published materials are books, magazines 

and newspapers. The traditional view of publishing regards only printed materials as published materials. But, since 

“electronic books and online newspapers” are also reckoned to be types of publishing, the printed form is no longer a 

requirement for publishing (Encyclopedia Britannica, year 2007, page. 416). Traditional mediators such as books, 

magazines, brochures are no longer a public choice in obtaining information and are no longer an option for the 

industry to advertise its products. 

The phenomenon of digitalization concerning the present society to get information also influences the choice of media 

that serves as a means of marketing. In Figure 1 it can be seen that marketing costs in 2014 representing various media 

changes every year such as in 2017, traditional media like television, newspapers, magazines, advertisements in public 

spaces and even radio were degrading. On the contrary, information technology-based media had increased in 2017, 

such as desktop internet and mobile internet. 
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Figure 1. (a) Ad revenue 2014; (b) Ad revenue 2017 

This trend becomes an opportunity that must be addressed carefully by entrepreneurs who want to get opportunities in 

the information technology fields. In this case, for a technopreneur who is specifically engaged in content writing 

services, information technology becomes a platform in creating, especially in the use of papers that are gradually 

eliminated in digital technology based media. In the era of entrepreneurs, professional writers might be book writers, or 

authors who contribute to traditional magazines or newspapers. But today, the media has changed and technopreneurs 

actually open up new opportunities for professional writers. 

Besides, a technopreneur who is engaged in the field of writing should be able to see trends in the interest and 

characteristics of readers. This is important in improving the visibility and view of the content he is writing. The result 

of this effort, in the entrepreneur’s point of view, might be seen as business opportunities, income and profit. 

2. Literature Review 

Current information-based technologies are capable of transforming activities and sources of information that are 

sustainably evolving, which is called primarily web-based technology. Addressing the phenomenon above, the 

development of web technology version 3 to catalyze the exchange of information on the internet will become the next 

trend. Although the used of web technology is still based on web version 2, web version three is a concern in 

empowering the web in the future. If you look closely, web technology version three becomes the current digital 

content platform, although some media just use web version 2.  

Regarding the different versions of web nowadays, the Wikipedia states: “Web 1.0 is Read Only, static data with 

simple markup for reading. Web 2.0 is Read/Write dynamic data through web services that customize websites and 

manage items. Web 3.0 is Read/Write/Execute.” In Web 2.0, users not only read information from the internet, but also 

provide information through internet to share with others, in this case via systems and interchangeable data among 

intelligence systems. 

Currently we have many popular Web 2.0 interactive applications like Blog, Mobile Blog, Podcast, Mashup, Tag, 

RSS/Atom, Wiki, P2P, AdSense, Distinctive Web portal, registered system and so on. Compared with Web 2.0, there 

is not a very clear definition available for Web 3.0 till now. Web 3.0 is a term used to describe the future of the World 

Wide Web. Views of different pioneers on the evolution of Web 3.0 might vary. The emerging technologies such as the 

Semantic Web will transform the way the Web is used, and lead to new possibilities in artificial intelligence based 

applications. The others have a notion that increases in internet connection speed, modular web applications and 

advances in computer graphics which will play the key role in the evolution of the new version of World Wide Web, 

that will appeared different that the previous WWW. 

Some things that are differentiating web technology version three namely Web 3.0 is the third generation of web-based 

internet services. This means that the machine will have the ability to read the Web just as humans can do now. Web 

3.0 deals with the concept of semantic Web, which enables web content to be enjoyed not only in the user's native 

language, but also in formats that can be accessed by software agents. Some experts even named Web 3.0 as the 
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Semantic Web itself. The uniqueness of Web 3.0 is the concept by which humans can communicate with search 

engines. We can ask the Web to search for a specific data without bothering to search one by one on Web sites. Web 3.0 

is also able to provide relevant information about the information we want to search, even without our request. Web 3.0 

offers an efficient method of helping computers organize and draw conclusions from online data. Web 3.0 also enables 

Web features into a data storage facility with an enormous capacity. 

Although still not fully realized, Web 3.0 already has some operational standards to be able to perform its function in 

accommodating metadata. If formulated, web 3.0 can be spelled out in the following formulation: WEB 3.0 = 4C + P + 

VS 4C = content, commerce, community, context P = personality VS = virtual search 

Thus, web 3.0 as a personal assistant knows everything about its users and can access the internet to find the answers 

needed. 

Web 3.0 is a web where the concept of website or webpage is nothing more than just a media to exchange information, 

where data isn't owned but shared instead, where services show different views for the same web or the same data. This 

version has a significant contribution to enable writers to manage their content value from one system to another such 

as to spread the previous material to get wider audience.  

3. User Generated Content Characteristics 

User-generated content (UGC) is a new online media of content created by users of a system or service and is made 

publicly available on the system. UGC most often appears as a new way and a new feature for online platforms, such as 

social media sites, and may include content types such as blog posts, wikis, videos, comments, or e-commerce. These 

services have advantages regarding web version 2.0 and web version 3.0. 

The term "user-generated content" and a concept that refers to incoming use of the mainstream in the mid-2000s, 

appears in web publishing and production circles of new media content. User-generated content is used for a variety of 

applications, including troubleshooting, news, entertainment, advertising, gossip and research. This is an example of 

the democratization of content production; whereas in the 1970s and 1980s, traditional "gatekeepers" such as 

newspaper editors, publishers and news events approved all content and information before being published in the 

1990s and 2000s, as media production through new technology has become more accessible, user friendly and 

affordable to the general public, a large number of individuals can send texts, digital photos and digital video online, 

audio and many more. 

Companies nowadays are beginning to see opportunities from the presence of User Generated Content in 

disseminating information and building a close community that can be managed internally. Utilization of User 

Generated Content is done by UC News, which is UC Web Content Distribution Platform that has 100 Million 

Monthly Active Users until April 2017. Following the launch of We-Media Reward Plan 2.0 program in mid-March 

2017, the leader of user-based content ecosystem (user generated), UCWeb Inc.'s Alibaba Group announces the 

achievement of UC News applications until April 2017 that reaches 100 million monthly active users in Indonesia and 

India. First launched in August 2016, UC News has listed new achievements by becoming one of the fastest growing 

applications in the country with more than 20 million monthly active users in Indonesia in 7 months. 

UC News is UCWeb's strategic product for content distribution. Donald Ru, General Manager of UCWeb Indonesia, 

Alibaba Mobile Business Group explains: "Starting last February, there were more than 1300 million article readers 

until April. This means we have 45 million readers of articles every day in Indonesia. Also, we see significant growth 

in average time spent by UC News users, who currently reached more than 20 minutes per person. The digitalization of 

this content completely changed the form of daily information acquisition in this fragmented reading era. " 

As the consumption of digital content is growing, UCWeb wants to contribute more to the Indonesian content industry 

with the support of Big Data Artificial Intelligence technology as the main strength of this application. This technology 

can read customer’s behavior, their preferences, Wi-Fi connection speed and other elements related to the reader's 

ability to access data, allowing each reader to get content tailored for them. AI technology can also predict topics that 

will often be discussed in the future and is UCWeb's secret to always be smart and follow the trend. 

Content quality is an essential part of the reader, but UC News still sees low-quality content, such as hoax news, pirated 

results, duplication and content that violate norms that reduce the quality of reading. In the past, to filter content for 

readers requires a lot of manpower. However, it becomes impossible to process 250,000 articles daily on UC News. 

That's where Big Data and Artificial Intelligence technology is here to ensure a quality reading experience and also to 

work closely with our partners to regulate and to prevent the coming of low quality content and also to protect the 

quality content. 
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Aiming to provide content distribution services and the experience of enjoying better content for partners and users, 

UC News launched We-Media Reward Plan 2.0 in mid-March. The program will select 1,000 independent publishers 

from Indonesia and India such as independent bloggers and writers simultaneously known as "We-Media", with a 

program called 'Super 1000' with a minimum income of 10 millions rupiahs every month for UC We-Media. It reflects 

UCWeb's commitment to creating opportunities for talented writers in Indonesia to have the ability to create a strong 

personal branding. UCWeb has set a new trend under UC We-Media program where everyone has the opportunity to 

create, write, share thoughts and interact with their readers at UC News. 

UC News is a content distributor powered with big-data capabilities, being an integrated source for trendy news 

content and reaching out to all the popular categories that Indonesian people can enjoy anywhere, anytime. UC News 

brings various channels such as news, sports, technology, entertainment, lifestyle, health, humor, and so on. UCWeb's 

strength is a big data technology and AI to help UC News process millions of data requests as well as contents from 

multiple sources every day. 

As a technology company, UC News seeks to build content distribution platforms that enable quality content, 

including PGC (Professionally Generated Content) and UGC (User Generated Content) to reach more users. We view 

the consumption of PGC and UGC content to actually grow together when the big-data distribution method of content 

is applied, which will also open the doors to more qualified content providers, both corporate and individual. Through 

this, we aim to provide content distribution services as well as a better content consumption experience for partners and 

readers. 

UGC is a platform for gathering audience and building specific managed communities. Based on the model of intimacy 

below, it is explained that to reach the audience, the writer or contributor must create content that is capable of reaching 

the public area in this content that is often discussed by netizens. It is necessary for the foresight of contributors to 

create content that has high visibility opportunities in UGC. Contributors who only write for themselves and only write 

their preferred content will not effectively reach an audience to read it. 

 

 
Figure 2. Reach Intimacy model in UGC 

Reach-Intimacy-Model describes a personal and public-level communication for user-generated content related to 

reach intimacy. Personal communication is not considered to be user-generated content. User-generated content is a 

content published on the user's online platform. The term social media consists of platforms that contain user-generated 

content. 
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4. Technopreneur in User Generated Content 

Technopreneurship is as one of the concepts that is derived from "Entrepreneurship", which both have the principle of 

seeking profit as much as possible but more focused on a business that applies to a particular technology, not just 

replication of other business only. 

In Drucker's view (1996) entrepreneurship is defined as an activity consistently performed to convert good ideas into 

profitable business activities. According to Suparno et al. (2008), entrepreneurship is the process of organizing and 

managing risks for a new business. An entrepreneur does the following: 1. Identify and evaluate market opportunities, 

2. Find solutions to find those opportunities, 3. Gain needed resources (money, people, and equipment) in running a 

business, 4. Manage resources from start-up to survival and expansion, and 5. Manage the risks associated with the 

business. 

Based on the above description, it can be seen that technology is part of the solution needed to meet the opportunities. 

Technology is only one of the five aspects of entrepreneurship required. Other tasks that an entrepreneur has to do are 

also very important. In this case technology is not everything in technopreneurship. However, IT-based technologies as 

enablers will identify the area of entrepreneurship, which is currently in the 4th industrial revolution. 

Industry version 4 

 

Figure 3. Industrial Revolution - Source: Industry 4.0 Concept: Background and Overview 

Today we are in the fourth industrial revolution sparked by the development of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT). The basis of technology is intelligent automation of cyber-physical systems with decentralized 

controls and advanced connectivity (IoT functionality). The consequence of this new technology for industrial 

production systems is the reorganization of classical hierarchical automation systems to self-organizing virtual 

physical production systems that enable flexible mass production and flexibility in production quantities. 

In this regards, technology is a way or method to process something in order to occur cost and time efficiency, so as to 

produce a higher quality product. The basic foundations of the creation of technology are: the needs of the market, the 

solution to the problems of application of various fields of science, improving the effectiveness and efficiency of 

productivity, and modernization. Technopreneurship is a combination of the words Technology and Entrepreneurship 

which can be concluded as the process of formation and collaboration between business and application technology as 

a supporting instrument and as the basis of the business itself, both in the process, the systems of the parties involved, 

as well as the products produced. 

In general, the word Technology is used to refer to the practical application of science to the industrial world or as a 
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framework of knowledge used to create tools, to develop skills and to extract material to solve existing problems. The 

word entrepreneurship comes from and the word entrepreneur which refers to a person or agent who creates a business 

with courage to hold risks and uncertainty to recapture benefits and growth by identifying opportunities. A 

technopreneur is a person who runs technopreneurship or someone who runs a business that has the entrepreneurial 

spirit to market and utilize technology as a selling point. (Zimmerer and Scarborough, 2008; Luong, et.al 2017). 

There is a difference between ordinary entrepreneurship and technopreneurship (technology entrepreneurship). 

Technology entrepreneurship must be successful on two main tasks, namely to ensure that the technology works 

according to the needs of the target customers, and that it can be sold with an ordinary profit. Generally, 

entrepreneurship only connects with the second part of selling by earning profit. Technopreneurship is not merely 

making products based on technology and selling the product. The understanding of this product is increasingly 

widespread with the integration of information technology tools that are used as a means with the goods and services 

done. Digital-based content becomes one of the domains that also empower existence of technopreneurs. 

5. Method and Assessment of UGC in Technopreneur Writer 

In this paper, the UCNews articles from certain accounts launch educational information technology. The outcome is 

not just getting feedback from audience, but furthermore to also gain income to the contributor. Some aspects will be 

seen when the content of this information technology education is launched through UGC. We will examine the impact 

of the content and the way it preserved. The results can be defined as a reference to strategy development, launching 

useful educational content, which is preferred by the audience and also a content that will increase visibility and 

contributor's income. 

Several aspects which will be assessed from the UC News Dashboard are as follow: 

 Today’s Activities: Analyze audience’s activities per day using a time series analysis to update every ten 

minutes, and in detail measure parameters: the number of users accessing the article, the increase in 

followers linked to the account that launched the article, and the detail view for each article. 

 View History: Refers to the number of audience accessing articles and their characteristics categorized by: 

(1) View the UC News App -> This percentage comes from the large number of readers in the UC News 

app (2) View from Private Promotions -> This percentage comes from promotion through your social 

media. (3) View of Extra Benefits as a reputable creator. 

 Ranking: This value indicator refers to how well an account launches an article, examined by the 

consistency of article creation, the influence of account status, level of activity and originality. The 

diagrams in the dashboard rank are shown in the form of a time-based chart. 

 Income: Income is basically obtained as a form of appreciation from UGC providers to contributors. This 

Income can also be used as an economic feedback regarding the success of contributors to the community 

with the prescriptive writing made. 

The dashboard showed the value of parameters based on quantitative approach provided by UCNews Dashboard 

(Ochoa & Duval, 2008; Mahmud,Rahman & Miah 2016) is the result of socio informatics activity, a phenomenon of 

how users interact with systems among users who use information systems that generate user-generated content 

(Mehmet, Erdins, 2005; Kling, 1999; Stoeckl, Rohrmeier, Hess, 2007). Larger scores are displayed on the dashboard 

then the article is made effective and targeted because in addition to being read by the audience, the article is created by 

audience for lectures and exchange meetings and is intended for every comment written by users for each article. 

Based on the Reach-Intimacy-Model, articles that appeal to the audience will gain visibility and responsiveness from 

their auditions, it is very important to mobilize the community between technopreneur writers and their readers.  
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Figure 4. Audience’s feedback regarding the article in UGC 

There are guidelines for good content writing on UGC that are managed by UCNews. This includes the portion of 

content that is worth reading with a good quality, for example: word count, presence of images, videos, tags, and 

relevance to the author's profession. 

Every UGC has its own rule book or guidelines. For example, some features on UCNews can be empowered to 

optimize the content writing for contributor, as described below: 

1. Tool Bar: Various tools that are useful for writing your content. For example, use Italic on a foreign language or 

scientific term, use automatic numbering or bulleted lists when creating articles with bullet points. Use citation format 

when going to quote someone's words, etc. All of these tools have been designed to make writing formats tidier and 

easier for UC users to read. 

2. Writing Competition and Related Topics: This will detect the article according to the theme recommendations and 

have more opportunities to recommend. You need to know that all the topics recommended on the page are the results 

of UC editor's analysis of UC reader data. 

3. Categories and Tags: Tags will help the engine to easily detect your article type and pass it on to the right readers. 

You can only enter a maximum of 5 tags in 1 article. 

4. Recommended Articles: The words written will appear like a preface when sharing articles on social media account, 

enhanced flexibility for distributing the articles. 

Recommendation Strategy by UCNews System to improve visibility of effective content works well. It shows the 

success of the recommendation that reaches about 90%, higher than 70%. This unique phenomenon which includes 

how contents are published, user behaviors in reading the contents and how they participate and share their opinions 

are new in the way users are educated. It cannot be seen only in the perspective of social studies or information 

perspectives alone, so interdisciplinary or multi-disciplinary are not adequate as a bridge to assess these 

characteristics. Furthermore, trans-discipline has been built within the UCNews Portal system which is gradually 

making improvements and as users and authors contribute to user-made content platforms (Stock, Burton, 

2011; .toeckl, Rohrmeier, 2007). 

Here is an example of some of the UC News Portal User Generated Content dashboard features that can be viewed by 

contributors in creating content writing strategies, the best time to launch content, and as a means of audience feedback 

to published content. On the dashboard also listed the system assessment results on the performance of contributors. In 

addition, the dashboard also launches a variety of policies and updated information quoted by UC News portal for the 

contributors. 
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Figure 4. Example of UGC Dashboard for Contributors 

In the observation of one of the UC News portal contributor accounts, there are 85 information technology articles 

reported by 4 to 5 articles every week. The review of these contributor accounts lasts from March 2017 to March 2018, 

which gradually increases the number of followers against contributor accounts. The article was launched as an 

information technology article through themes, tags or keywords. 

 

Figure 5. Monitoring audience activities based on 85 published articles offered 

These measurements from dashboard known as Intelligent Perception Analysis are displayed on the dashboard 

showing the number of people viewing the content, the number of follower additions and time-based content activities. 
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Figure 6. Information of the follower growth 

Figure 6. shows that there is a growing number of followers, the activity of the number of people viewing the 

monitored content every 10 minutes. In UCNews' policies, accounts and articles, good quality will be maintained for 

maximum visibility, and ‘sticky news’ will be used so that articles can last longer in news feeds which is recommended 

by UCNews system for users to read.  

The Ucnews dashboard provides details of follower growth. This growth identifies users who love content and want to 

get other similar news written by UCNews contributor accounts. Contents on UCNews are not only accessible through 

UCNews portal only, but can also be accessed by users outside the UCNews portal and the contents can be distributed 

on any system using links that have been created by the system so that more people can read them. Basically 90% of 

readers are audience on UCNews portal, others are derived from personal promotions through social networks, or on 

blogs, emails and various internet service portals that have links to those articles. 
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Figure 7. Information of the followers’ and audience’s characteristics 

Based on the dashboard information provided by UGC UCNews, contributors analyze the most important trends and 

key words to improve audience rating. They also analyze the most contents that audience liked. For example, 

audience who liked sports content are about 15%, 13% liked the humorous article, and 12% liked the content which 

is fairly unique. And for sub category, which is sports, mostly audience like football contents. In mapping the 

audience, UC News portal divided the allocation of hearings into several areas of the city and region, for example: 

Jakarta, East Java, West Java, etc. Fig. 7. 

 

 

Figure 8. Rank Dashboard 
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There are four factors that are used as parameters to assess the performance of contributors; the interface is named as 

‘a rank dashboard’. The four factors are: consistency, originality, level of activities of contributors and the influence 

of articles. In the example shown, the contributor has a score of 86.9. Based on UC News's assessment, contributors 

meet the society as qualified contributors. 

 

 

Figure 9. Income rate on a contributor’s account 

 

Figure 10. Status, view, followers and income on a contributor’s account 
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One of successful technopreneur writers even gets a sizeable followers count of 250,000 followers and reaches 1 

million views a day. And until now, the article of one of the contributors has been read by 29 million readers. Even 

with these conditions, being a technopreneur on UC News Platform produces salary that exceeds the salary of private 

employees. 

In this research, doing the distribution of questioners at UGC Platform UC News becomes a means in cutting 

profession as tehcnopreneur writers. 80% replied that the result earned is equal to what has been done. Even 85% 

said that writing activity on UGC portal will open business opportunities and other cooperation offer for writers. And 

when asked if writing to UC News can be the main job, 40% agrees while the other 60% disagrees. There are also 

interesting things found from the opinions of the authors at UC News that 85% say that the writing profession on the 

portal will support Technopreneur Writers who have a profession as a writer. 

6. Conclusion 

The phenomenon of the development of digital technology in this case, we are already on web technology version 3 

and in the era of industry version 4, emerging trends and a number of technologies that can support the profession of 

writers in doing business as technopreneurs. 

The user-generator content platform has benefits such as: business oriented advertising, capturing communities, 

launching valuable information and writing tools which have rich multimedia features, always accessible and active 

interaction between viewers makes this portal a prospective information tool. The UGC portal is an example of how 

modern society is educated, and is a way of getting good quality information content. 

For a contributor, the feature on UGC allows them to manage content and create strategies for launching the work. 

As a writer or technopreneur writer, this phenomenon needs to be addressed carefully, so that an author can develop 

his business in portals like this, raise the audience, and make it known because of specific profession that they do 

through writing. 
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